INTRODUCTION
Interest in the structure of the unit group R* of a finite ring R goes a long way back. In 1910 Ranum [lo] obtained the structure of the unit group of every residue ring of the ring of integers of a quadratic number field. Recently, Cross [4] , apparently unaware of Ranum's work, determined the structure of the group of units of the residue rings of the Gaussian integers. The invariants of (K[x]/(f))* (K a finite field, f a polynomial) were obtained by Claasen in [3] . His work was later simplified by Smits in [12] . Raghavendran in [9] obtained the structure of R*, when R is a Galois ring, i.e., a finite commutative chain ring whose maximal ideal is pR (p prime). Galois rings are important in structural issues concerning finite rings; see [7, Chap. XIX, p. 3681. There has been interest too in the structure of R, (the additive group of the ring R); e.g., Clark and Drake determined the additive structure of a finite chain ring [5, Corollary to Theorem 11.
The methods used by the authors cited above give no idea as to how to proceed in situations other than those they discuss. The aim of this paper is to show that a rather elementary fact about finite abelian p-groups (i.e., that the structure of such groups is determined by the number of elements of each order in the group) provides a general-purpose computational tool for handling the type of problems mentioned above. After presenting this fact in Section 1 (Proposition 1 ), we make three applications.
Firstly (in Section 2), we determine the additive structure of the powers M" of the maximal ideal M of a finite chain ring R. When R is, in addition, commutative, the structure of (M") + (i.e., M" as an additive group) follows from Ayoub [2, Theorem 2, p. 3871, a result that uses the theory of j-diagrams developed in [ 11. Next (in Section 3), we apply Proposition 1 to give a new derivation of the structure of R*, when R is a Galois ring (cf. [9, Theorem 9, p., 215-J).
Finally (in Section 4), we give a straightforward derivation of the structure of the group of units of a finite commutative chain ring, with prime characteristic. We note that any such ring R is determined, up to isomorphism, by three independent parameters, p, d, e, where p = char R, pd= (K( (K the residue field of R), and e is the nilpotency index of the maximal ideal of R [6, Lemma 11. Our Theorem 3 gives a simple algorithm to compute the structure of R*, taking as input the said parameters. When R is represented as K[x]/(x'), K a finite field [6, Lemma 11, this algorithm is to be viewed as an alternative to that implicit in [12] .
PRELIMINARIES
Our rings are finite and have 1 # 0. The group of units of a ring R is written as R*. A ring R is local iff the set of non-units is closed under addition. This set is an ideal which contains any proper (#R) left (right) ideal of R. It is called the maximal ideal of R; we denote it by M. As it is immediate that M= J(R), the Jacobson radical of R, it follows that M is nilpotent [7, Theorem 4.7, p. 753 . For a local ring R with maximal ideal M, R/M is a finite field, called the residue field of R. We denote it by K. In a finite ring R "the lattice of left ideals is a chain" is equivalent to "the lattice of right ideals is a chain" (see [S, Lemma 11) . When a ring satisfies either of these conditions it is said to be a chain ring; such a ring is clearly local, In a chain ring R, all ideals are two-sided and both left and right principal; i.e., R is a principal ideal ring [S, Lemma 11. Furthermore, the following "size" formulae hold: JM'( = (K(+ (0 < i < e), where e is the nilpotency index of M [S, Lemma 1.21. As, in particular, (RI = [M?( = [K(", it follows that R is a p-ring. So if char R # p, then pl, E M'\M'+ ' (1 < r < e -1). We call this parameter r the ramification index of R.
Let G be a linite abelian group. If EE G satisfies that all its elements have the same order, we say that E is order-homogeneous and write o(E) for the common order of the elements in E. The rank of G (i.e., the smallest number of generators for G) is written rk(G). A cyclic group of order n is denoted by C,. If G is a finite abelian p-group, we write its structure as Grl,CP@l,Cp2Q
.'. @l,C,,O . . . . where 1, is the number of copies of C,, (clearly 4 = 0, for large j). Finally, if x is a rational number, then int + (x) denotes min{n E E 1 x < n}.
AN ALGORITHM TO COMPUTE GROUP STRUCTURE
In this section we present our basic tool for the structure computations we undertake in the subsequent sections. It is stated in Sandling [ll, Lemma 1.11; we give the proof for completeness. (
By powering G to pj-' and pJ, respectively, we obtain Gj-,z I, C, Q . ' . QIj~,c,QljcpQlj.,cp2Q ...
If we take ranks,
In the following sections, we apply this result by first obtaining explicit formulae to compute the order of any element in the group whose structure we seek. This leads to a natural way of breaking up the group as a pairwise disjoint union of order-homogeneous classes. Then, we obtain formulae to compute the Nj of the group. Once this has been accomplished, the kj are computed by kj = log,( IGJ/N,) and finally the structure is "read off" by means of lj=kj-,-2kj+kj+,.
ADDITIVE GROUPS IN CHAIN RINGS
Let R be a finite chain ring, with maximal ideal M. Our first application of Proposition 1 is to compute the structure of M", viewed as a group under addition (Theorem 1). By convention, we take M" = R.
The next proposition is in preparation for the proof of the following theorem; it gives the necessary order information for applying Proposition 1. (~1 E R*). Similarly, by the definition of the ramification index, p = srcr (E E R*). By induction, pi= pi& (,u~E R*).
for some j3~ R* (note that as rr"c( = j?rcri, for some p E R, and TV E R*, we ought to have fi E R*; else /W' E M" with s > ri, yet /W' = rr% E M'i\Mri+').
It follows that p'x = 0, +-,aLi/Wf'= 0,o nri+'= 0, (because both pi, j are units). The last identity is equivalent to e < ri + t; hence (see definition of n above) n=min{l dilp'x=O,} =minjl <i)e,<ri+ t} =min{l <ij(e-t)/r<i}=int+((e-t)/r).
Substituting this into (1) 
The first of these is clear. The others follow from (M"I = (K('-" and the fact that, by Proposition 2, the largest order for the elements in M" is p" with n=int+((e-s)/r). To compute N,, for 1 < j < int + ((e -s)/r), we break up M": 
If we now let e -s = mr + u (0 < u < r), we see that int+((e-S)/r)=m+int+(o/r)= if v = 0; if v #O. (6) So when v # 0, (5) yields k,=d(e-rj-s),Odj<m; k,=O, j>m.
When u=O, we see from (5) and (6) that (7) But O<uvr, and thus O<(v+l)/r,<l.
Then int+((v+l)/r)=l. Therefore n=m+l, and thus Theorem l(b), with s = 1, yields the structure assertion in (b) of the corollary. The rank assertion is then clear. 1
Note. For the convenience of the reader, we state a result which is used in the following sections. Zf R is a finite commutative local ring with maximal ideal M and residue field K (K = R/M), then R* = (1 + M) @I H, where H is a subgroup of R* isomorphic to K* [7, Theorem 18.2, p. 3551.
THE GROUP OF UNITS OF A GALOIS RING
Galois rings can be defined in various equivalent ways, but however they are defined, it is well known that R is a Galois ring iff R is a finite commutative chain ring with maximal ideal M= pR, p a prime [7, p. 3081 .
In order to apply Proposition 1, we need , first, order information on the elements of the one-group 1 + M of the Galois ring R. By expanding (1 + p'a)p and observing that p ) ( 5) ( 1~ i < p -1) and that as for the term (p'a)", 1 + t < pt ( o 1~ (p -1) t) always holds under the assumptions in (a), we obtain yp= 1 + p'+ 'aI, for some aI E R*. As this has the same form as the expression for y, after this powering process is iterated i times, it follows that To prove the assertion about o(y), let y E -1 R + MS\,'+ l (l<s<e-1).
Then y= -1+2"a(aER*). Hence y*=1-2"+~ a + 2'"a* = 1 + 2"+ 'a( -1 + 2"-'a).
(
We claim that -1 +2" 'XER *, 1 d s d e -1. The claim is obvious. when 2<s<e-l.Lets=l; then (1)becomes~'=1+22a(-1+a).Clearly, -1 +r=2'B (0~ R*, i=O, 1, . . . . P).
Hence a = 1 + 2'0. As 7 = -1 + 2'~ (with s = 1 ), we obtain 1' = -1 + 2( 1 + 2'8) = 1 + 2'+ '/X But since 7 E 1 + M\M', I' + 1 = 1. Therefore i = 0, and thus by (2), -1 + CI = /I E R*, as claimed.
Once we have -1 + 2~'~'a~ R* (1 <s,<e-l), we get (from (1)) that if 1 <s<e-2, y2E1 +M"+'\MS+2 and as then 26s+ 1 <e-1, (a) applies with p=2. Hence o(y)=20(y2)=22~-~"~'=2'--'.
If s=e-1, y*=l (by (1)). As y # 1, for YE 1 + M\M* and M\M2 #O, it follows that o(y) = 2 = 2'-' (with s= e -1). Therefore, in any event, o(y) = 2'-". 1
We can now give a new proof of the following result due to Raghavendran [9] . THEOREM 2. Let R be a Galois ring, with maximal ideal M = pR (p a prime) and residue field K (I K( = p"). 
Prooj
It is immediate that the theorem holds for e = 1,2. When e = 1, M= 0, and thus R E K; hence R* z K* z C+ i, When e = 2, Proposition 3 yields that Go is elementary abelian, and as lGol = 1M1 = /Kl+' = pd, it follows that G, z C, @ . . . d@ C,. Then, Theorem 18.2 of [7] (see above Note) gives R* z C,, @ . . "0 C,, @ C'+ , . Henceforth e 3 3.
By the definition of N, in Proposition 1 and by noting that by Proposition 3 the largest order for the elements in Go is pee', we obtain N,,= 1 and iV,= IKI'-', for jae-1.
TO compute the other Nys, let 1 < j < e -1 and break up G,:
with S, = 1 + M'\M'+'. r=1
(1) (2) By Proposition 3(a), classes S, are order-homogeneous, when p is odd. When p=2, however, Proposition 3(b) tells us that S, is not orderhomogeneous.
Henceforth p is odd; the case where p = 2 is discussed later.
As o(S,) = p' -' (Proposition 3(a)), we see that o(S,) decreases as t increases. Thus by (2) Nj=l{YEGoIO ( Then the proof is finished as in the case p odd. fl
THE UNITS OF A CHAIN RING WITH PRIME char
In this section we obtain the structure of the group of units of a finite chain ring with prime characteristic. As in the previous sections, the key computational tool is Proposition 1. 
1=1
Let R be a generator for M. Clearly, y E S,sy = 1 + cot' (a E R*). As char R = p, Hence yp'= l~oaP'dP'=OR*e~tp'
(note that tl E R*).
It follows that o(y) = p", with n = min{ia 1) e < lpi}. Thus the classes S, (1~ t d e -1) are order-homogeneous, and
It is obvious that as we increase t, o(S,) decreases. Let j > 1; from ( 1) 
Note that e < (e -1) pj is true for j > 1 and e > 1, because e/(e -1) 6 2 o 2 <e. This is the reason why the e -1 disappeared in (4). Then, from (3) and (4), by observing that N, = 1 (by the definition of N,, withj=O), we see that Ni= Iqe-int+WpJ) (j = 0, 1, . ..).
From this, direct computation yields k, = d(int + (e/p') -1) (j = 0, 1, . ..).
As it is clear that if we set E,= int +(e/p'), then k,-I -2k, + kj+ 1 = d(zjm, -2E, + Ej+ ,), Proposition 1 and then Theorem 18.2 of [7] (see the above note) give that R* has the required structure. Finally, the rank assertion follows readily from noting that N, = prkCGO', and (5). 1
